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The Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka (IPS) hosted the �rst of a three-part we
to launch its annual �agship report ‘Sri Lanka: State of the Economy 2021’ on Mon
October 2021. The �rst webinar was on ‘COVID-19 and the Sri Lankan Economy: P
Choices and Trade-offs’. It featured presentations by Dr Dushni Weerakoon and Dr
Wijesinghe from the IPS with expert insights from Dr Missaka Warusawitharana, F
Economist, Johns Hopkins University, USA. Tharindu Udayanga from IPS moderat
discussion.

Dr Weerakoon stated that a V-shaped recovery is likely as predicted in last year’s S
Economy report. She noted that a growth rate of 4% this year will take the econom
the pre-pandemic output level, but the challenge is to lift the growth rate to 5-6%
maintain that in the medium term. Debt monetisation is not the answer beyond it
temporary measure; rather building policy credibility to �rm up access to capital m
critical. The government must commit to strengthen revenue mobilisation, reduce
and improve the ef�ciency of existing expenditure, she said.

Dr Asanka Wijesinghe opined that Sri Lanka should capitalise on trade diversion r
from the China-US trade war and increase both forward and back global value cha
participation. He explained that producing goods with a low comparative advantag
and as such, import substitution is not an appropriate long-term policy for Sri Lan
country that does not have all the raw materials. The way forward is to step away f
‘anti-trade bias’, secure GSP+, integrate with GVCs and restructure existing region
agreements, Dr Wijesinghe outlined.
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